The tuition exchange agreement between the College of William and Mary and the University of Nottingham allows William and Mary students to pay their regular tuition to William and Mary while taking classes at Nottingham. The University is composed of six main faculties, including Arts, Education, Law, Social Sciences, Engineering, and Science.

Nottingham is regarded as one of Britain’s most vibrant and cosmopolitan cities, with everything from the world’s oldest pubs and traditional style markets to modern boutiques. Cultural life thrives, with everything from The Royal Concert Hall, second home of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, to the Nottingham Playhouse and its innovative drama. The arts are alive at the 18th Century Theatre Royal, showcasing top-class theatre, ballet and opera, and The Broadway Cinema, which comes highly recommended by Quentin Tarantino. If you need a break from the rapid pace of city life, the Peak District National Park is just a short distance away. And, of course, Sherwood Forest was once home to Nottingham’s best-loved outlaw, Robin Hood.